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NOW MORE
THAN EVER

ABP delegates are elected by producers
in nine zones across the province. Each
zone also elects a Cattle Feeder Council
delegate so our delegate body provides
us with strong geographic and sector
representation. Zones have five delegates
who are elected for two-year terms and
the elections are staggered so that two
delegates will be up for election this year
and three will be up for election next year.
The deadline for delegate nominations is
August 31.

Alberta Beef Producers (ABP) is proud
to be a producer organization. We are a
democratic and representative organization
of producers, directed by producers,
speaking and working on behalf of the cattle
and beef producers in this province. Our
plans and priorities are established by the
grassroots producers who become delegates,
and then directors of the organization. These
leaders provide us with their knowledge
of the industry, their understanding of the
future needs of producers, and their wisdom.
This connection to grassroots cattle and beef
production makes ABP a richer and more
effective organization.

The 2016 delegate elections come at a
time of tremendous opportunities and
challenges for the cattle and beef industry.
We recognize that it can be risky to assign
too much importance to current events.
Often, the perspective of time shows that
events we considered to be monumental
were not really that critical in the end. Still,
we think that the current opportunities
and challenges are extraordinary, even if
history may not prove them to be industry
changing. Under these conditions, our
leadership must be especially strong and
clear in their thinking to guide ABP in
working for the best interests of producers
in Alberta.

Of course, this reliance on producers for the
leadership of our organization means that
we always need renewal in our delegate body
and Board of Directors. As we move through
the summer months toward our fall producer
meetings and our Annual General Meeting in
December, we start to focus on this renewal.
ABP has limits on the number of consecutive
years that delegates (10 years) and directors
(nine years) can serve. We think the principle
of consecutive term limits is good for the
organization. It helps to ensure that we
have a balance between the experience of
veteran delegates and the fresh ideas and
perspectives of new delegates.

One area of significant challenges and
opportunities is our work with the
provincial and federal governments. Last
year, voters elected a new government
in Alberta after almost 44 years with the
previous party and a new government in
Canada after almost 10 years with the
previous government. Obviously, new
governments bring challenges for policy
and advocacy organizations such as ABP
and the Canadian Cattlemen’s Association.
We need to establish relationships with
new government officials and make sure
that they understand the priorities of
continued on page 3
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THE TIMES,
THEY ARE
A-CHANGIN’
Giving a shot of Draxxin, or any other
antibiotic, to healthy calves is not a
pre-conditioning program.
Even consumers that have concerns
about antibiotic use in agriculture
generally agree that treating sick
animals is the right thing to do, but
they do have a problem with giving
antibiotics to healthy animals. We
know an ounce of prevention is often
worth a pound of cure, but group
treatment to prevent disease should
only be used on very high risk cattle
that we are fairly certain will get sick,
not as an insurance policy before
they leave the ranch.
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If antibiotics are overused or misused
on the ranch they will lose their
effectiveness. This will certainly
affect animal health, and potentially
human health even though there is
currently limited evidence to suggest
that antibiotic use in cattle impacts
human health.
There are regulatory changes coming
that will affect how we use veterinary
products. In 2014, the Veterinary
Drug Directorate issued a Notice to
Stakeholders announcing their intent
to remove growth promotion and/or
production claims from the labels of
medically important antibiotics, and
the development of options to
strengthen the veterinary oversight of
antibiotic use in food animals.
The first of these changes were
published in Canada Gazette Part 1
in July 2016 intending to:
• require veterinary active
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs)
imported or sold in Canada to be

•

•

•

manufactured in accordance with
good manufacturing practices;
require persons who fabricate,
package/label, import or test an
API for veterinary use to do so in
accordance with an establishment
license;
restrict the own use importation
(OUI) of certain unauthorized drugs
(including APIs);
require manufacturers and
importers to provide sales volume
information by species for
veterinary antimicrobials; and
introduce an alternative, more
appropriate pathway for
manufacturers to legally import
and sell low-risk veterinary health
products.

More information is available at
www.gazette.gc.ca/rp-pr/p1/2016
/2016-07-02/html/reg2-eng.php, and
these regulatory changes are open for
public comment until Sept 14, 2016.
On the whole, these changes to API
and OUI close loopholes that CCA
and ABP have long advocated for.
However, we will need to be sure that
non-medically important products
such as implants, ionophores, and
parasiticides remain available under
OUI due to the cost differential
between Canada and the U.S. that
exists for some of these products.
Likely the next change we can expect
is further oversight on the use of
medically important antibiotics used
in feed and water. While we don’t
know exactly what this looks like yet,
it seems likely these antibiotics will
be moving to prescription only.
Currently, a veterinary prescription is
not needed if an antibiotic is fed as
indicated in the Canadian
Compendium of Medicating
Ingredient Brochures.
Another potential target for
regulatory reforms are injectable
antibiotics from classes of drugs
important in human medicine, and
although no mention has been made
regarding reforms to injectable
antibiotics, I suspect it is a matter of
time. It’s safe to say these reforms
won’t make it easier to access
antibiotics.

Regulatory changes are coming and
we as an industry need access to
these products to ensure the best
possible health and welfare for our
cattle. This means we have to justify
our use of antimicrobials not only to
policy makers, but also to the public,
who has an enormous influence on
public policy. This is the same public
that is three generations removed
from the farm and questions why we
do the things we do.
If antibiotics become harder to
access we will need to be less reliant
on them. Pre-conditioning programs
are often criticized for not providing a
premium, requiring more labour and
input costs, and shifting health and
death loss back onto the cow calf
producer. But are all these criticisms
justified, or are some simply excuses?
Let’s talk about risk first. You sell
your calves directly after weaning as
72 percent of producers do,
according to the Western Canadian
Cow Calf Survey. The feedlot assumes
all of the risk if those cattle get sick
and die. But how many of your
replacement heifers die after
weaning? Death loss during preconditioning for feeders shouldn’t be
that different. This risk is probably
quite small.
It’s true that pre-conditioning
programs require facilities and labour.
If you are short on those things, it
may be that pre-conditioning is not
for you.
Your 45-60 day pre-conditioned
calves may get the same price per
pound at the auction market as ones
that were sold right at weaning.
Where you come out ahead though, is
extra weight on those pre-conditioned
calves. Research from Indiana over 11
years demonstrated that 63 percent
of the profit from pre-conditioning
came from added pounds of calf sold,
and that profit averaged out at
$80.70/calf (www.extension.purdue.
edu/extmedia/ID/ID-446-W.pdf) with
no year showing a loss. Weaned
calves are efficient converters so take
advantage of the cheaper cost of gain.
By feeding pre-conditioned calves a
maintenance ration all you’re doing is
continued on page 3
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spending money on feed. If you feed
them to grow at a higher rate of gain
(2.5-3 lbs/day), you’ll have more
pounds of calf to sell. Figure out what
you need in terms of average daily
gain to overcome any price slide due
to heavier cattle and seasonal effects
on prices, without banking on a
pre-conditioning premium. Then any
premium you might get is a bonus.
The Beef Cattle Research Council has
a calculator that can help you figure
out if pre-conditioning pays for your
operation, as well as an informative
webinar on “managing calves for
improved productivity and reduced
antimicrobial use,” and both can be
found here: www.beefresearch.ca/
research-topic.cfm/preconditioning-88.
Consider replacing that shot of
antibiotic with different management
practices. Maybe pre-conditioning
isn’t right for you, but low-stress
weaning or a different vaccination
program might be. Feedlots have
on-arrival protocols that are designed
for high-risk, auction market sourced
cattle. Using an antibiotic as an
insurance policy prior to marketing
weaned calves creates a challenge at
the feedlot level when those calves
may already be harbouring antibiotic
resistant bacteria. Then the feedlot’s
arrival protocols will not prevent
illness and deaths as expected. Using
antibiotics as insurance is hard to
justify as responsible antibiotic
stewardship.

a hungry world. Together, consumer
confidence in our product and public
trust in our production methods will
give us the social license to operate
economically and sustainably.
We see signs of consumer confidence
and public trust issues in the growing
demand from retail and foodservice
customers for beef raised without
the use of hormones or antibiotics.
As an industry, we know that the
responsible use of these products
improves production efficiency,
reduces environmental impact, and
enhances animal welfare, all while
producing safe, nutritious and great
tasting beef. We also aren’t sure
whether the retail and foodservice
companies are responding to real
consumer demands or trying to
create consumer demands through
marketing.
Regardless of the motives for these
marketing campaigns, they illustrate

the importance of our efforts to
show consumers that we share
their values and to help consumers
make informed choices about their
food. The sustainability work we
have done with McDonald’s and
are continuing to do through the
Canadian Roundtable for Sustainable
Beef and Verified Beef Production
Plus are critical elements of retaining
consumer confidence and public
trust.
Clearly, it is not an easy time to be
an ABP delegate, but few endeavours
of lasting value are easy. These
challenges and opportunities do
make it an important and exciting
time to join the leadership of our
organization. We hope that many
producers will consider becoming a
delegate and submit their nomination
forms before the end of August. ABP
always needs new, strong leaders in
our delegate body, but this year we
need them more than ever.

Happy. Healthy. Protected.

Our leaders will be increasingly
challenged in the areas of consumer
confidence and public trust, two
concepts that often are joined
together under the phrase, social
license. Social license can be defined
as the authority or ability to use the
knowledge and technology we have
in our industry to produce food for
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our industry. If we are successful
in developing respectful and
productive relationships, there
are opportunities for government
legislation and policies to enhance
the competitiveness of the cattle and
beef industry.
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SHAPING
GOVERNMENT
POLICY
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Although provincial government
advocacy has always been a core
service of ABP, it was determined
that with our new provincial
government, it was timely to increase
our efforts in government relations
and provincial lobbying. With the new
government comes a changing
political atmosphere and new
policies which will have an effect on
the beef industry. Yes, a new
government can present some
challenges, but there will also be
tremendous opportunities to
capitalize on and continue to grow a
sustainable Alberta beef industry.
Government relations is about
building a respectful working
relationship with our government
staff and elected officials, so that
policy and regulation can be
developed in a collaborative manner
while recognizing the importance of
building a productive and profitable
beef industry. Part of this role is
simply getting to know one another
to build trust while understanding
each other’s perspectives, and
finding common ground to address
challenges and opportunities. We
know we are not going to agree on
everything, and that some ideologies
between our government and our
industry will not align. In these cases,
it is our responsibility to find
solutions and strategies to mitigate
policies that negatively affect beef
production.
I was hired in October 2015 for a
joint position with CCA where 40
percent of my time is dedicated to
ABP’s government advocacy efforts.

In reality, relationship building that
results in strong agricultural policy is
much more than one person’s part
time efforts. It takes many ABP staff,
directors, and delegates to build
these strong relationships. Part of
my role is getting to know
government staff and elected
members, then arranging meetings
with directors and/or delegates to
discuss issues, policy, and ideas.
Once our government gets to know
our producers personally, trust is
built and frank, open, honest, and
respectful discussions can happen
without anyone becoming offended.
Disagreements will happen, but if
government and industry understand
one another’s views it will strengthen
relationships and provide beneficial
outcomes.
Becoming a delegate will give you the
opportunity to speak on behalf of
producers, and express industry
policy ideas when meeting with
government. It is one of the most
important things we do because, as I
mentioned before, government does
want to support agriculture and hear
our ideas and concerns, especially if
they were unaware of certain issues.
Government is supposed to represent
the needs of all Albertans and it is
our job to help find common ground
where the needs of the beef industry
align with society, so both can
benefit. Policies and regulations
need our active input to express our
passion for the industry and create
common sense approaches to
industry issues. As a delegate, you
will play a critical role in this area.
When I was still on the ranch, I was a
delegate and was engaged on the
Environment Committee and the
Land-Use Framework Sub-committee.
We have always had a great
relationship with Alberta Agriculture,
especially government staff. We
continue to foster this relationship
and build on strong rapport already
in place. We have worked to develop
a connection with Minister Carlier,
the Chief of Staff Tony Clark, Deputy
Minister, and Assistant Deputy
Ministers, and continue to work with
them in many areas including
research and innovation funding and

strategies, agricultural policy, risk
management programs, and
development of beneficial
management practices. We also
recently worked closely with them on
the Earls’ issue, providing key
messaging and information about our
humane cattle practices and
programs in Alberta.
We’ve had several meetings with
Alberta Environment and Parks staff
and we see opportunities for the beef
industry to contribute to new
environmental and climate policies.
Areas such as rangeland
conservation and stewardship,
riparian management, ecological
goods and services, on-farm energy
efficiency, grazing leases, and
climate change adaptation have been
discussed.
Other ministries where ABP wants to
build stronger relationships and find
solutions or opportunities with are
the Ministry of Labour, Ministry of
Economic Development and Trade,
and Ministry of Culture and Tourism.
We recently met with Labour Minister
Christina Gray and had a good
discussion about Bill 6 and other
labour issues. They want to hear
from us and work with us, so this
new regulation makes sense and any
negative impacts are mitigated.
As we move forward, we will find
common ground that will benefit our
industry, government and the
citizens of Alberta. Both ABP and our
government want the best for
Albertans, our animals and our
environment, and we will have some
great opportunities in the years
ahead. If you want to help shape
government policy that will build a
strong and sustainable beef industry,
I strongly encourage you to run as a
delegate this fall.

Policy Analyst

GETTING
STARTED
Joe Leathers, Ranch Manager of
historic Texas ranch ‘The Four Sixes’,
spoke at the 2016 Livestock
Identification Services Annual
General Meeting to the need for
younger producers to enter the
business. His idea was to have young
producers lease property and look
after 100 cows provided by an
established producer. The young
producer would provide the feed,
other inputs and labour with a
percentage of calves going back to
him as compensation. Each year the
cows supplied would decrease by 10
percent allowing the young producer
to build his own herd.
This is a type of cow lease program.
There are typically three types of
producers who want to move into the
beef sector: generational support as
part of succession planning; those
with some financial support; and
those with limited financial backing.
As with any career there needs to be
more than a desire to do something.
A knowledge basis needs to be laid
and this starts with a basic education
in business and agriculture. Some of
the best education can come from
the farm since it’s basically a
mentoring program. As the business
develops and new technology comes
along, the young producer is going to
need a firm foundation - and it isn’t
necessarily intuitive.
We have some of the best agriculture
colleges and universities in the
country that can be a benefit to
future producers by providing
knowledge to complement skills
learned on the farm. Beef producers
have been attending these programs

The next thing is financing and it is
one of the most problematic. Bankers
and financiers want to see more
implementation of the accounting
specifics, and beef farming is
becoming much more costly.
Livestock genetics, land, feed,
veterinary services, trucking and
marketing are relatively expensive.
What is the correct herd size? That
depends on a number of factors.
Some young producers who are part
of a succession plan have developed
other careers, saved some cash and
came back to the family farm. Young
producers who were not part of a
succession plan but wanted a cow
calf operation have saved and
invested in their cattle business. The
added business experience and
financial security has given them a
good start.
A basic 200 head commercial
operation land base with one section
of pasture and farmland in central
Alberta might sell for over $2-4
million. The 200 head cowherd with
six bulls is worth another $400,000
to $500,000, and that isn’t including
small equipment to run the operation.
This is a steep financial investment
measured against a cow calf
operation profit-loss business.
Traditionally, farming has included
owned land built up over time with
livestock and other capital inputs. In
some cases rented land is also part
of the input. Older producers without
a succession plan may want to see
their operation passed on. This might
include transfer of the land and cattle
assets to a younger producer to
continue the legacy.

This lease concept is a type of joint
venture. Some good spreadsheets
have been set up to determine who
does what and how the calf herd is
shared in the fall. They can be found
here: http://beefextension.com/files/
BeefCowLease.XLS.
If the cow lessee does all the ground
work and feeding but is not
responsible for heifer replacements
or bull ownership, his share could be
as much as 85 percent of the calves.
Each arrangement needs to have its
own computation and written
agreement. A sample agreement can
be found here: www.gov.mb.ca/
agriculture/business-and-economics/
contracts-and-leases/pubs/
samplecowcalfshareleaseagr.doc. Joe
Leathers’ lease arrangement with 10
of the 100 cows owned by the young
producer would have about 60 to 65
calves going to the lessee in year one.
At first this might look good, but
when you look at the liability
including farm rental, extra feed and
wages, it can make these expensive
cattle. Could the young producer
really afford to back this without
off-farm income?
A polling of some in farm financing
such as AFSC, Farm Credit Canada,
and a few of agriculture supporting
banks didn’t show much interest in
this. Setting ground rules and
financial analysis needs to be
paramount before going into this type
of arrangement. Business is business,
and it starts on day one.

Don’t forget to fill out the delegate
nomination form on the back page and
send it in before August 31, 2016. Start
making a difference in your industry.
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FRED HAYS

Some quarters have promoted cow
leasing as a way for young producers
to enter the market - this was Joe
Leathers’ suggestion. Since 2003,
the Alberta Ag-Info Centre has had
523 inquiries about cattle leases.
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for years and it’s showing in the types
of farm leaders we’re seeing come
into the sector.

YOUNG GUNS
CONTEST GIVES
YOUTH A VOICE
The Young Guns Contest was held
again this year for youth ages eight to
21 involved in Alberta’s beef industry.
Participants were asked to tell us
what they think is the biggest myth
about beef production and the truth
behind it, through some form of
communication tool. A panel of ABP
delegates judged nine strong
submissions but three stood out and
were awarded $1,000 for first prize,
$500 for second and $250 for third.
Jayden Calvert (Drayton Valley) came
in first place by submitting an
informative, fact-based essay on
humane treatment from pasture to
plate – highlighting the strict
regulations and governance in place
to ensure proper handling of beef
cattle.
Second place went to Jessica Giles
(Cayley) who submitted a
presentation on hormones in beef
and the importance of education. In it
she discussed how hormones work,
the benefit of reduced resource use,
and compared hormones in beef to
the amount of naturally occurring
estrogen your body produces daily –
95.3 cows’ worth of beef.

GRASS ROUTES
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The third place entry came from
Carmen White (Claresholm) who put
together a video and slide
presentation on the care and
handling of livestock. She spoke
about the priorities on her own ranch
that focus on genetics, low stress
handling practices and prompt
treatment of sick or injured animals.
The judging panel was impressed by
the quality of submissions received
this year and want to thank all of the
applicants for their time and effort.
The Young Guns Contest runs in May
and judging takes place in June at
the ABP Semi-Annual General
Meeting.

Here is Jayden Calvert’s essay.
Humane from pasture to plate
Alberta beef producers, junior
livestock showmen and 4-H members
strive to provide their livestock with
the best care possible. It is the
responsibility of the stockman to
ensure that the basic needs are met
for their animals. Farmers, ranchers
and youth across the province
continuously demonstrate their
passion for agriculture through their
commitment to yield the healthiest
products. Our industry relies on
producers maintaining the support of
consumers. There are many
misconceptions that cloud the reality
of our industry and we need to be
accountable when it comes to
informing the public. The idea that
cattle in Alberta are treated
inhumanely at any time during the
beef production process is a myth.
This broad concept covers many
controversial topics that cause
unnecessary distaste towards the
industry. It is important to address
the fact that from pasture to plate our
livestock are treated with the utmost
respect.
The beef industry thrives in Alberta
because producers adhere to
standards to ensure that we are
providing the best quality of cattle
possible. Operations commit to
raising and keeping livestock
humanely. Every domestic animal in
the province must have their basic
needs met under our laws. If a
producer fails to supply the
necessities of life for their stock, they
can be criminally charged in Alberta.
The Animal Protection Act provides
mechanisms to hold negligent owners
accountable for their actions. APA is
the legislation in Alberta that is in
place to promote and enhance the
well-being of animals. The Alberta
Farm Animal Care Association is an
organization that believes in allowing
animals to have ethical freedoms in
the same manner that we do. Alberta
beef producers, livestock showmen
and 4-Hers recognize and respect
these freedoms in all living creatures.
Adequate nutrition and clean water is
always available to our livestock. We

ensure the comfort of our animals to
keep them free from fear and
distress. Producers are responsible
for preventing or relieving pain, injury
and disease. Livestock owners are
obligated to provide individual
animals with enough space for them
to express normal behaviour. All of
these freedoms are specified by the
AFAC which was founded by Alberta
livestock producers and has
developed into a collective voice with
concerns for animal welfare.
Producers take an enormous amount
of pride in knowing that their animals
have been well cared for. This enables
consumers to find comfort in knowing
that no unnecessary suffering was
endured by livestock in order to
obtain agricultural products. Farmers,
ranchers and youth involved in the
Alberta beef industry are diligent
when providing the best possible care
for their cattle!
Consumers are becoming more
cautious about the agricultural
products that they buy. There have
been many public concerns about
extra components being added to
beef while still under the care of the
producer. The popularity of organic
beef is increasing. This means that
some consumers are not interested
in animals that have been treated in
order to secure their well-being.
Antibiotics are medications that are
introduced in order to bring a sick
animal back to health. Organic beef
can not have been injected for any
reason. If a beef animal contracts a
common infection such as
pneumonia, it would be inhumane to
let them suffer instead of treating
them with antibiotics. One of the five
humane freedoms specified by AFAC
is that animals should always be
given appropriate care when they are
ill or in pain. It is the responsibility of
producers to administer antibiotics
and pain medication to their cattle
when necessary. Consumers may be
concerned about ingesting treated
meat, but eating sick animals who
suffered from ailments before
slaughter is not a healthy decision
either. At this point, researchers
cannot confirm that using antibiotics
continued on page 7

Humane slaughter is another way that
Alberta beef producers ensure that
they prevent needless suffering in the
life cycle of their cattle. The Province
of Alberta’s Meat Inspection Act
regulates the humane slaughter of
farm animals. The Act specifies that
a person needs to minimize pain and
stress while preparing an animal for
slaughter. This means that livestock
must be given immediate shelter
when they arrive at the abattoir and
that animals must have adequate
feed, water and bedding if they are to
be kept in a holding pen for more
than 24 hours. It is the responsibility
of the operator to keep holding pens
from becoming over crowded. By law,
livestock can only be slaughtered
after they are rendered unconscious

The idea that cattle in Alberta are
treated inhumanely at any time
during the beef production process is

ALBERTA BEEF AT
ALBERTA BURGERFEST
We proudly launched the fifth year of Alberta
Beef’s Famous Taste Campaign in May by
Sponsoring Alberta Burgerfest - Calgary’s
largest food festival that included 105 local
restaurant participants. The festival ran from
May 6-15 and provided a unique opportunity
for Alberta Beef to be in the spotlight with
the young foodie audience and Calgary chefs.
In addition, we leveraged our sponsorship to
secure earned media for ABP with Global TV,
CBC, The Calgary Sun, Breakfast Television
(BT Calgary), CTV Morning Live, Where
Calgary, The Calgary Scene and Country 105.
The event provided a significant increase
in traffic to our social media platforms
and increased our social media presence
due to the participation of Calgary’s
blogging and social media community.
Alberta Beef received over 400,000 social
media impressions over the course of the
festival. Alberta Burgerfest will take place in
Southern Alberta during the second week of
September providing additional opportunities
to reach consumers.

a myth. It is important to address
this concept and disprove any
unfactual accusations in order to
strengthen support from consumers.
Beef cattle begin their lives as a
crucial part of an operation that truly
cares about their well-being. They are
fed, watered and bedded adequately
while under the watchful eye of
producers and their families.
Antibiotics are used by farmers and
ranchers to keep cattle free from
ailments which improves their quality
of life. In Alberta, livestock are
slaughtered quickly and efficiently in
abattoirs that are designed to limit
stress. Alberta livestock producers,
junior showmen and 4-H members
need to abolish any ideas that the
public may have about cattle being
just a commodity instead of the
animals that we pledge our lives to
caring for. The beef industry in
Alberta is committed to treating
animals humanely from pasture to
plate.

CONNECT
WITH ABP
ONLINE
Alberta Beef Producers is
always trying to improve
communications with
producers. You can sign
up for our weekly news
updates online at

www.albertabeef.org/page/
news/ or by contacting
katelynl@albertabeef.org.
ABP is on twitter and you
can find us @albertabeef.
Our twitter account is
connected to a strong
community of ag-minded
people who are
continuously sharing
information. You can also
like our facebook page at

www.facebook.com/
ABBeefProducers
and be sure to comment
and share our posts.
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in food animals is harmful to humans.
As producers, we need to educate
consumers that are removed from
the beef industry in order to market
our products effectively.

and instruments used to take an
animal’s life must be in good repair.
Once an animal is unconscious and
there is no chance of it regaining
sensitivity, the animal can be killed.
Some legal methods of slaughtering
livestock in Alberta include a blow to
the head by a mechanical device,
exposure to deadly gas or applying
an electric current. In addition, meat
handlers cannot allow any other live
animals to enter the facility while the
slaughtering takes place. Anyone who
does not comply with these
regulations can be criminally charged.
We take the concept of humane
slaughter very seriously in Alberta.
Alberta beef producers can be
content with the way that our
livestock are treated at the abattoirs.
Consumers can also be satisfied that
the meat they purchase was obtained
humanely with no undesired suffering.
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2016 ALBERTA BEEF PRODUCERS DELEGATE NOMINATION FORM
! or CFC ZONE DELEGATE

Please indicate: ZONE DELEGATE

!

for

Zone Number ________

By providing the information requested on the nomination form, the nominator and the nominee consent to the
Alberta Beef Producers collecting, using and disclosing the personal information on this form for all purposes related
to the election process, including publication in the annual report, and for the business of the Alberta Beef
Producers. For information about Alberta Beef Producers Personal Information Protection Policy, please contact
Laura Procunier at Alberta Beef Producers.
I hereby nominate:

(please print – ABP will not be responsible for misspelt names if they are illegible)

Name __________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City/Town ___________________________

Postal Code _______________

County, Municipality, I.D. or Special Area ______________________________
Legal Land Location _______ of Sec ______ Twp ______ Rge ______ W of ______ Meridian
Phone Number ________________ Fax Number _______________ Cell Number _________________
E-mail _________________________
Type of Operation: Cow/Calf

!

Backgrounder

!

Feedlot

! Other: __________________

Nominated by:
Name __________________________________

Address ______________________________

Phone Number ___________________________
I hereby declare to be an *eligible producer.

Signed _____________________________________
(NOMINATOR)

Acceptance:
I hereby accept this nomination and declare that I am an *eligible producer:
Signed __________________________________
(NOMINEE)
*Eligible producer:
! “Eligible producer” means a producer resident in Alberta who has, during 2015 or 2016, sold cattle and paid a
service charge to the Alberta Beef Producers or to another person on behalf of the Alberta Beef Producers. ABP
reserves the right to verify your eligiblity at any time.
! An “eligible producer” that is a corporation may appoint a representative to act on its behalf.
! An “eligible producer” who is an individual cannot appoint a representative.
! The “eligible producer” must be a producer in the zone in which they or their representative are standing for
election.

Alberta Beef Producers
Attn: Laura Procunier
165, 6815 - 8th Street N. E.
Phone: (403) 275-4400
Calgary, Alberta T2E 7H7
Fax: (403) 274-0007
Please note nominations must be in the ABP office by August 31, 2016
© 2016 Alberta Beef Producers. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form, or by any means whatsoever, without written
permission from Alberta Beef Producers. Made in Canada. August, 2016. For further information contact Alberta Beef Producers at 403.275.4400.

Return Undeliverable Canadian Addresses to:
Alberta Beef Producers 1650, 6815 – 8 Street NE, Calgary, AB T2E 7H7
PM 40069160

